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Abstract This paper presents a novel hybrid task priority-based motion planning algorithm of a

space robot. The satellite attitude control task is defined as the primary task, while the least-

squares-based non-strict task priority solution of the end-effector plus the multi-constraint task

is viewed as the secondary task. Furthermore, a null-space task compensation strategy in the joint

space is proposed to derive the combination of non-strict and strict task-priority motion planning,

and this novel combination is termed hybrid task priority control. Thus, the secondary task is

implemented in the primary task’s null-space. Besides, the transition of the state of multiple con-

straints between activeness and inactiveness will only influence the end-effector task without any

effect on the primary task. A set of numerical experiments made in a real-time simulation system

under Linux/RTAI shows the validity and feasibility of the proposed methodology.
� 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

17

18 1. Introduction

19 With advances in space applications, space robots are essential
20 to implement space exploration missions including assembling
21 a space station, on-orbit servicing, space debris removal, and
22 so on. The development of space robots impels space explo-
23 ration to be efficient and safe. Hence, the last 40 years have
24 witnessed an increasing interest towards robotic applications
25 in space.1–5

26Different types of space robots have different research pri-
27orities, such as the flexible issue of a manipulator with long
28links,6 the configuration and control issue of a soft robot,7

29the base attitude disturbance of a free-floating space robot,
30and so on. Meanwhile, free-floating space robots, like manip-
31ulator mounted8 satellites or tethered space robots,9 have
32always been a focused research object in the field of space
33exploration. The base attitude is disturbed by the movement
34of a manipulator, while it is so important when considering
35solar supplement and information communication. The satel-
36lite attitude control task is typically achieved by the attitude
37control system of a satellite, so limited fuel will be consumed.
38Besides, the coupling relationship between a satellite base and
39a manipulator can be utilized to adjust or maintain the satellite
40attitude.10,11 Furthermore, other degrees of freedom (DOFs)
41will be used to achieve a manipulator’s end-effector task. In
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42 this paper, we address this issue from the view of a path plan-
43 ning strategy.
44 In literature, Dubowsky and Torres planned the trajectory
45 of a space manipulator using an enhanced disturbance map
46 (EDM) to minimize the disturbance of the base attitude.12

47 They took a 2-DOF manipulator for example; however, it is
48 difficult to obtain the EDMs of manipulators with more
49 DOFs. Vafa and Dubowsky used a virtual manipulator model
50 to develop path planning that reduced the base disturbance,
51 which is called the self-correcting path planning algorithm.13

52 In this method, a system is considered as a linear system with
53 the assumption that the movements of joints are small enough.
54 Nakamura and Mukherjee utilized the Lyapunov function to
55 achieve regulations of both the satellite orientation and the
56 manipulator joint angles simultaneously.14 However, the sta-
57 bility of this method was not demonstrated strictly and the
58 planned joint angles were not smooth. Fernandes et al. pro-
59 posed a near-optimal nonholonomic motion planning algo-
60 rithm to achieve attitude control inspired by the fact that a
61 falling cat can change its orientation in midair.15 Nenchev
62 et al. originally utilized the notation of reaction null-space
63 (RNS) to achieve base attitude control.16

64 RNS was originally proposed in Nenchev’s study,17 and it
65 was applied to achieve a vibration suppression task, a reaction-
66 less end-point control task, and a combined motion control
67 task. Then it was utilized to achieve reactionless manipulation
68 or zero reaction maneuver (ZRM).18 It was also verified in the
69 flight experiments of ETS-VII. To sum up, the RNS method is
70 the only real-time method that can achieve base attitude regu-
71 lation and end-effector trajectory planning simultaneously.
72 However, algorithmic singularity (AS), representation singu-
73 larity (RS), and dynamics singularity (DS)19 exist in conven-
74 tional RNS-based motion planning algorithms. Some
75 preliminary improvements on algorithmic singularity avoid-
76 ance and dynamics singularity avoidance have been made,19,20

77 but an algorithmic error exists. Furthermore, conventional
78 RNS-based motion planning methods ignore physical con-
79 straints like joint limits, whereas physical constraints avoid-
80 ance is of vital importance in the real-time motion control of
81 a space robot.
82 In addition, singularity robust, especially AS-free, motion
83 control for base attitude control with multiple constraints of
84 a space robot is a new issue that should be considered. Addi-
85 tionally, an AS-free motion control law subject to multi con-
86 straints will give a more stable result. Besides, a task
87 hierarchical framework will be introduced to guarantee that
88 activated multi constraints will be transferred in the null-
89 space of the primary task.
90 In this paper, a strict task priority strategy is adopted to
91 realize singularity robust and hierarchical motion planning
92 of a space robot;21 besides, a non-strict task-priority strat-
93 egy is also utilized to achieve multiple constraints avoid-
94 ance,22,23 and the least squares problem consisting of a
95 multi-constraint task and an antecedent secondary task
96 (end-effector path tracking) is implemented in the null-
97 space of the primary task. Therefore, in this paper, a task
98 hierarchical control algorithm for satellite base attitude con-
99 trol under multi constraints is derived. Besides, a null-space
100 task compensation strategy in the joint space is proposed to
101 give an AS-free derivation of the task hybrid hierarchy-
102 based solution.

1032. Preliminaries

104From the rotational momentum conservation equation, the
105following expression can be obtained:
106

ISwb þ IM _h ¼ L0 ð1Þ 108108

109where _h 2 Rn�1 is the angular velocity, wb is the angular veloc-

110ities of the base, IS 2 Rl�l is the rotation-related inertia matrix

111of the base, IM 2 Rl�n is the coupling inertia-related matrix,
112and L0 is the initial momentum, n is the dimension of the free-
113dom of a manipulator, and l is the dimension of the base-
114related task.
115Furthermore, assuming that the dimension of the Cartesian
116space task is m, the end-effector can be expressed as
117

_x ¼ JSwb þ JM _hþ _x0 ð2Þ 119119

120where _x 2 Rm is the end-effector velocity vector, and _x0 2 Rm

121is the initial rate vector of the end-effector. JS 2 Rm�3 and
122JM 2 Rm�n are the Jacobian matrices.
123The non-minimum-norm solutions of Eq. (1), noted as

124_hB NM, can be written in a general form as
125

_hB NM ¼ IþMðL0 � ISwbÞ þ P_f ¼ _h0 þ P _f ð3Þ 127127

128where P ¼ ðI� IþMIMÞ, I denotes the identity matrix. ð�Þþ is the

129Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse. _f is an arbitrary vector.

130_h0 ¼ IþMðL0 � ISwbÞ is the specific solution of Eq. (1).

131Let N ¼ f _hB NULL : _hB NULL ¼ P_f; 8_fg, in which _hB NULL are
132the reactionless joint angular velocities. This reactionless ker-
133nel is well known as the RNS.Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq.
134(2) obtains
135

ðJS � JMI
þ
MISÞwb þ JMP _f ¼ _x� _~x0 ð4Þ 137137

138where _~x ¼ _x0 þ JMI
þ
ML0. Eq. (4) can also be written as

139

_f ¼ ðJMPÞþð _x� _~x0 � ðJS � JMI
þ
MISÞwbÞ ð5Þ 141141

142Furthermore, substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (3), we can
143obtain
144

_h ¼ IþMðL0 � ISwbÞ þ ðJMPÞþð _x� _~x0 � ðJS � JMI
þ
MISÞwbÞ ð6Þ 146146

147where PðHPÞþ ¼ ðHPÞþ, as P being a symmetrical and idem-
148potent projectional matrix.
149Assume that L0 ¼ 0 and _x0 ¼ 0. From Eqs. (1) and (2), we
150can get the following equation:
151

wb

_x

� �
¼ �I�1

S IM

JM � JSI
�1
S IM

" #
_h ¼ JE _h ð7Þ

153153

154where JE is the extended Jacobian.

155Furthermore, _h can be obtained by the least-squares based
156solution as follows:
157

_h ¼ J�E
wb

_x

� �
ð8Þ

159159

160where J�E ¼ J�1
E ; when 3þm ¼ n and J�E ¼ J�1

E ;when 3þ
161m < n, (J�E 2 Rn�ð3þmÞ). We call this the extended Jacobian

162(EJ)-based algorithm.
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